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Splashy rain suit vs muddy buddy

Most orders placed by 1PM EST ship on the same day. For all the adventurers out there, if you're like me, you like your kids to get dirty outside... but do not love the clean that follows in the end! This is one of the top reasons I love the Tuffo Muddy Buddy rain suit. This waterproof suit is perfectly suited for your little (or not so little) puddle jumpers!
&gt;&gt;&gt;Check our full list of favorite children's rain tools here!&lt;&lt;&lt; As an Amazon associate and member of other affiliate programs, we will earn from qualifying purchases. Tuffo Muddy Buddy Rain Suit for Muddy and Wet Days It rained all day, your kids ran around the house like cavemen, there were constant falls, and there's no shortage of tears.
You look out and you see gray skies and a load of wet soil. Hoping for a few minutes of silence, you send the kids out. It's actually pretty amazing, as soon as we send our kids outside after (or during) a rainy day, the first thing we do is run towards the puddles. And to be honest, I can't blame them! Tuffo Muddy Buddy Rain Suits are for parents as a parent of
two children who love to play hard, there is a part of my brain that always wants to keep them as far away from anything wet, and for one reason, I'm straight up selfish. Do Less Laundry with Tuffo Muddy Buddy Rain Suits As a working mom, I beg a few hours home with my kids. However, instead of snuggling with them before bed, I/m hunched over the sink
washing mud and dirt from the tools only for the same thing to happen the next day. One of these nights, washing my second pair of boots, I decided to take my time back. After hours of reading reviews online (and searching the Tales of a Mountain Mama Facebook page), I decided to listen to the advice there's no such thing as bad weather, just bad clothes
and I bought the Tuffo rain suit. Strengthened knees are a big bonus! What a Tuffo Muddy Buddy rain suit is the Tuffo rain suit is simple: it's a thin, waterproof suit that can be worn alone or over a coat and snow pants. It comes with a hood and two front zippers for kids to choose from to help them with equipment. The suit has elastic openings for the wrist
and legs. What we love I put this suit to the test with my 4-year-old son, and here's what I loved. First, it fits over snow gear for cold months, washes easily, and dual zipper means it's easy to slide on and out. Secondly, the suit itself is cheap, durable, and because it is easy, I can easily throw in my backpack for hiking rainy days. One of the best parts of this
suit, is that it is fast drying. I don't have to throw snow pants in the dryer, just squeeze the suit and hang it to dry. Tuffo packs down to a small size and easily matches my other hiking gear (don't forget bear spray!) What we think could be improved zero insulation: Living in the mountains, if it is cold 8 months of the year (or so it seems) we live in layers.
Sometimes Sometimes Snow pants under the suit feels a little funny for the kids at first, but once they hit their first puddle- all the concerns seem to disappear. A little stupid: The costume is a little oversized in arms, waist, and legs, which is great for flexible sizing, but of course it looks a little stupid. My son decided to grow up instead of the outside, which
means that his lanky limbs seem a little lost in the suit. Why would I buy this again At the end of the day, I want to make life simpler. Tuffo Muddy Buddy Rain Suit allowed me to be the fun mom, allowing her kids jump into puddles while also saving my common sense and time at the end of the day. If you have more than one puddle jumper, buy this suit a
larger size, get a few more years of use and then move it on! © 2019, Tales of a Mountain Mama. All rights reserved. Republishing, in part or in full, requires a link back to this original post and permission from the author. If you were like most kids, you probably liked to run and jump in puddles on rainy days. The bigger they are, the deeper and the dirtiest
they were, the better. It seems to be an almost universal experience, with some kids actively looking forward to the rain in order to go splash around outside-though oddly enough, some of these kids horror bath time... I somehow thought that rain boots and a raincoat or umbrella were in some way enough to keep us dry, even as splashwater soaked our
pants and ran into our boots. Now, as parents, we no longer seek to jump into puddles. In fact, most of us cringe when we see our kids doing this, knowing that wet, muddy laundry is now in our future. Wouldn't it be great if there was a full-body rain suit that could keep kids clean and dry? Oh, wait... There it is! If you've never heard of a Muddy Buddy, or
Calikids Waterproof Suit keep reading. Tuffo Muddy BuddyThe Tuffo Muddy Buddy, apart from having a big name, is a wonderful full-body rain suit and hood designed to keep your little ones warm, clean, and dry, ever on the wettest days. Your children will be able to face the biggest puddles without fear of getting wet. Muddy Buddy offers protection against
rain and elements, but even if your child is not one to go out in the rain, it can be used indoors for some of these dirty rainy-day arts and crafts. There's no need for a painting! Buddy's Muddy is lightweight but warm and features extra-heavy nylon reinforced to protect your knees and chair. All seams are sealed and completely waterproof, and wrists and
ankles are elasticized to give a comfortable fit over boots and gloves. Muddy Buddy has a generous match, so baby can wear layers of clothing and still move comfortably, and double front zippers allow it to be put on and removed quickly and easily. Made of 100% polyester, the suit is 70-denier and covered with polyurethane. Easy to clean, is automatic
washing (cold) and hangs to dry. Calikids Waterproof Splash SuitVery similar to Muddy Buddy, Calikids Calikids Costume is another wonderful product that will protect the little ones from rain and cold. Thermally sealed seams are watertight, allowing children to play outdoors without fear of getting wet. Featuring a similar design to Muddy Buddy, Calikids
Sprinkling Suit also features reflective ornaments to ensure your child's safety when visibility is not at its best. Rainy days don't have to be a source of horror. Children need more time outdoors and both Muddy Buddy and Calikids Rain Suit allow them to leave and play, even when it rains with cats and dogs. Active Baby is the top Canadian Online Baby Store
with store locations in Langley and North Vancouver.Baby Car SetsStrollersBaby Clothing Made in CanadaMy Likes: Bugaboo, Uppababy, Clek, Diono, Babybjorn, Baby Jogger, Beaba, Thule, ERGobaby, Mountain Buggy, Peg Perego, Maxi Cosi, Chicco, 4moms, SkipHop, Vonbon, Little &amp; Lively, Minimac, North Face, Sorel, Stonz, Mymayu, Bogs,
Yumbox and more. Based on the analysis of 2,677 reviews. I play., Inc. is your source for child welfare and overall development. Since 1982, our family-oriented company has been guided by principles in providing healthy and practical products for children that support child development, health and safety, the pure world and performance. We pay attention
to the child's vision and lifestyle priorities of parents in the development of our product. Based on years of expertise, together with continuous testing and research, we continually improve the standard of our materials and procedures. We offer an assortment of alternatives in fun models that are suitable and economical for parents naturally. See everything I
play. Columbia products is composed of real people who are as passionate about the outdoors as you are. And although our products are available around the world, we are based in the great Northwest of the Pacific, where royal forests frame volcanic hills and a rocky shore. This is the place I hike, fish, walk, hunt, climb, camp, golf, paddle, opera, and
simply enjoy fresh atmosphere with friends. Join us. See all Columbia products Started over twenty years ago with a sense of humor, a talented painter Alice Oldland, her restless husband John, along with Little Blue House store present in the village of Hatley North, Canada. Alice, motivated by the countryside, had just finished a collection of paintings
depicting the animals in the farmyard. John found the paintings sold and decided to create a line of aprons based on Alice's work. The aprons marketed and maintained on sale, turning this cottage business into the Hatley firm. The aprons turned into clothes and Hatley prospered. Alice and John gladly handed over the reins to their three sons, Chris, Nick
and Jeremy. Hatley layouts are now around the planet along with 3 boys continue to make sure that Hatley stands to get the very same principles that he started: family, very good appearance, quality and obviously a lot of laughs. See all Hatley Hatley products
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